
Social Purpose 
Mackie Opticians run a right to sight project 
where old spectacles are sorted and distributed 
in Eye camps for those individuals living in 
poverty in India. Drs Scott & Roisin Mackie 
took their daughter Ciara to last years clinic in 
the Punjab in 45 degree heat to run eye clinics 
and provide lectures to medical staff. Ciara 
helped dispense the spectacles and said the 
experience was awesome. This year Drs Scott 
and Roisin Mackie are travelling to Cambodia 
for the Khmer Sight Foundation to work in 
remote villages to screen for sight threading 
eye disease and list for surgery.

Patient Testimonals
Mackie Opticians strives to provide person centred eyecare. 
However we are always astonished when people call in or 
write to us with letters of gratitude.  We were delighted 
to have been nominated by our patients for the Scottish 
Health Awards, where we won in the Optician category. 
With permission from the patients these are a few stories 
where others can benefit. A patient presented with sudden 
flashes and floaters in her vision and we identified a retinal 

detachment and referred directly to eye casualty where laser surgery was applied to prevent 
sight loss. Another patient presented with sudden reduced near vision and through an 
OCT scan we identified wet macular degeneration and the patient was referred urgently 
and received injections to prevent further sight loss. 

Innovation 
At Mackie Opticians we are always reviewing the latest 
technology. We have now purchased two OCT devices 
for each practice. This allows us to view the eye in 3D and 
look under the back of the eye in a similar way to looking 
under an iceberg. Through collecting images with these 
new devices Dr Mackie has delivered lectures at the 
national OCT conference in the UK. Specific diseases 
can cause a reduction in vision and management may 
include dispensing magnifiers as Mackie Opticians in an 
NHS approved provider for Lanarkshire based patients. 

Drs Scott and Roisin Mackie are also Independent Prescribers for the NHS and the first 
post of call for red eye and ocular discomfort or emergencies.
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Call in for a Specuccino
Both practices of Mackie opticians have recently had a
makeover to provide the wow factor for our customers.
This includes offering tea or coffee to our customers and 
FREE ultrasonic cleaning for glasses and lens cleaner 
refills. We have also introduced collection appointments 
and Love your Glasses guarantee where you have 30 
days to ensure you are completely satisfied and up to six 
months to purchase a second style or spare pair with 20% off.

Focus on Fashion
Fancy a trendy Tom Ford or Gucci, an ultralight 
Silhouette Rimless, a classic Jimmy Choo or 
Mulberry, or a frame from our budget fashion. The 
list is endless and if we don’t stock it we can probably 
source it on approval with no obligation to buy. By 
having appointments with sales representatives we 
don’t just source the very latest designs we try them 

on for the perfect fit, choose the colours after looking at them in different lights and 
style them on all the staff before making a decision to stock them. We also only use 
accredited suppliers who can offer a great after sales service. Scott and Roisin have 
visited a designer European trade show in Berlin and returned with new ranges of 
frames from Hugo Boss, Police, Kate Spade and Swarovski.  These frames have a distinct 
European look and please feel free to call in for a styling consultation with any of our 
optical assistants and remember you can take away some styles to choose at home with 
family and friends as a complimentary service. Ray Ban sunglasses can now be offered 
with prescription Ray Ban lenses.

Contact Lens Freedom
Contact lenses are more popular than ever, as over 98% of the population can now 
wear them, due to new innovations in design. They offer wearers clear, all round vision 
with less distortion. Mackie Eyecare and Mackie Specstore specialise in contact lenses 
and have accounts with all the world’s leading manufacturers. They are continually 
researching new designs and attending Continuing Education and Training courses in 
Contact Lenses throughout Europe. The UK is experiencing an epidemic in children 
developing myopia (short sightedness). There are now FDA and CE approved contact 
lenses either daily or monthly disposable which have been proven to significantly slow 
down the progression. These contact lenses can be fitted from 5 years old. They also 
allow freedom from spectacles during sport and produce more magnified images. They 
are easy to get in and out of the eye and remain so comfortable that 90% of children in 
a recent study reported they could not even feel them in whilst wearing them.

Refer A Friend
We acknowledge that most of our new patients attend 
due to personal recommendation. Congratulations to 
our recent winners, both new and existing patients who 
entered our refer a friend competition. Prizes included a 
trip to Gleneagles for a luxury break and a pair of designer 
spectacles. We would like to thank all the entries to this 
competition for spreading the word about our person 
centred eyecare and value for money. 

Shop Local
In recent years we have all seen the demise of the traditional high street especially in 
conservational villages such as Bothwell and Lesmahagow. However with innovation 
some retailers have used this challenge to their advantage by providing bespoke services 
to local customers and beyond. Examples in Bothwell include The Cut, Riva, Rosso, Plato, 
The Cricklewood, Shanghai Teahouse, Pekino, Darrochs, Frox, Amran, Paolo and Joes , 
Elegance Beauty, Beauty @ 71 Main Street, The Hidden Teahouse, David McKay Brown, 
Jasmine, Douglas Arms, Elen Brandao Dance School Golden Leaf, Clyde Property, Co-op, 
Floribella, Clinetix, Julie Lamont Photography, Boots, Bothwell Medical Rooms, Scottish 
Artists, Chapterhouse Cafe, The Post Office, Bothwell Podiatry Clinic, Property Angels, 
Carino, Hope and Company, Ivory Pinks Bridal, Jan Allan Jewellery, David Corbett 
Hairdressing and Beauty, CHSS Bothwell Shop, Bothwell Clinic, Southern Financial 
Services, Christine Reilly Beauty, Bothwell Montessori, Bothwell Deli, The Bothwell 
Salon, The Olympia, Goody Cupboard, John Murphy Cartered Accountant, Bothwell 
Bridge Hotel, Urban Style Turkish Barbers, Birse Travel, Day-Today Express, Mark McLair 
IFA, Bothwell Dry Cleaners, #Dog, and Bothwell Dental and Implant Clinic. Examples 
in Lesmahagow include the Audrey’s Coffee, Pepe’s, Abbeygreen Cafe, JJG’s, Urban Style, 
The Beauty Room, Snak Shak, Body Bronze, Spar, Rollo’s, Mason Arms, The Black Bull 
Inn, Tesco, Countrylet, The Fountain, Coventry Dentists, Boots, Ali and Sons, All New 
Beginnings Ltd, Abbeygreen Pharmacy, EM Cubed Chartered Accountants, Bank of 
Scotland, Ladbrokes, Matthew Sneddon Bakers, Charlie’s Barbers, Co-op, and Gardiners of 
Scotland. There are of course other examples in the neighbouring villages on Uddingston, 
Coalburn, Kirkmuirhill and Blackwood. Furthermore each of these mining villages has 
a rich heritage. Bothwell Castle and Parish Church are famous landmarks along with the 
Fountain and the Highland games in Lesmahagow.  


